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“LOST PROFITS”
Damages for loss of net income to a 
business caused by defendant’s breach 
of contract or unlawful acts.
Lost profits equal the revenues that would 
have been earned but for the defendant’s 
breach or acts less avoided costs that did 
not occur. 



“LOST PROFITS”
Step 1: Estimate but-for 
profits (but-for revenues 
minus avoidable 
expenses).
Step 2: Subtract actual 
profits earned.
Step 3: Discount future 
lost profits to present 
value.



LEGAL REQUIREMENTS

 Foreseeability.
 Causation.
 Reasonable 

Certainty.



FORESEEABILITY

 Contract cases: damages must have been 
reasonably foreseeable at time of 
contracting, not breach.

 Forensic accountant may not be qualified 
to testify about if not within her 
professional expertise (specific industry 
or market experience).



CAUSATION

 Are you in a “but-for” cause state or “substantial contributing factor” state?
 Correlation is not causation.
 Temporal evidence alone is not enough to prove causation.
 Has expert adequately considered and accounted for alternative 

explanations for the lost profits?
 Can expert assume cause and render only damages opinion “assuming 

causation”?
 Are there multiple allegedly harmful acts or multiple actors?



REASONABLE CERTAINTY

 May be tied to causation, i.e. no other obvious or rational 
cause of loss exists.

 Is claim supported by reliable and verifiable data?
 Are assumptions applied to damages analysis  

“reasonable and tethered to the evidence”?
 Does plaintiff have a track record in industry?
 Are there too many difficult-to-quantify risks in lost 

profit projections (COVID)?



CALCULATING/ESTIMATING
LOST REVENUE

Most commonly accepted methods:
1. Before and after
2. Yardstick
3. Sales projection
4. Market Model



BEFORE AND AFTER METHOD
• Comparison of financial 

performance of business 
pre-event v post-event.

• “But for” actionable 
conduct, plaintiff would 
have experienced similar 
revenues/profits.

• Requires historical 
financials.

• Time-span selected is a 
battleground.



YARDSTICK METHOD
• Use of proxy as benchmark to measure 

revenues and profits.

• Select guideline company or industry 
measures to determine what revenues 
would have been “but for” actionable 
conduct.

• Need to demonstrate similarities between 
proxy and plaintiff’s company (size, 
location, product lines)

• Need to show data is derived from reliable 
and supportable sources.

• Similarities/differences of selected 
benchmark are battleground issues.



SALES PROJECTION METHOD
• Use of company 

budgets/forecasts to compare 
with post-event revenues.

• Forecasts, budgets and 
projections should have been 
prepared in ordinary course of 
business or for purpose other 
than litigation.

• Subsequent unrelated events, if 
anticipated in projection, may 
bolster causation. 



MARKET MODEL METHOD

• Comparison of plaintiff’s share 
of relevant market before and 
after actionable conduct.

• Experts should have significant 
understanding of industry and 
market.

• Not used as often as other 
methods.   Most often used in 
patent cases, non-competition 
and franchise disputes.



BVR FACTORS

© Fannon, Dunitz et al., The Comprehensive Guide to 
Economic Damages, Business Valuation Resources, 
(2020) p. 246.  Used with permission.



AVOIDED COSTS

• Costs that plaintiff has not or will not incur 
due to reduced business.

• Generally variable costs (labor costs, cost of 
materials etc.) rather than fixed costs (rent, 
debt service, contractual obligations).

• If expense is same at all levels of revenue it is 
fixed.

• If it varies with levels of revenue it is variable 
and can be counted as avoidable.



THE LOSS PERIOD 
(PRESENT AND FUTURE LOST PROFITS)

• Determination of calculation dates.

• Limitation of reasonable certainty on 
future lost profits.

• Lost profit period starts on date of 
actionable conduct and ends when 
operations have been retuned to 
“normal.”

• Future lost profits must be reduced to 
present value.  Growth rates and 
discount rate become battlegrounds.



DEFENSES
• Contractual 

limitations of 
liability.

• Lack of Causation or 
Alternative Causes of 
Lost Profits.

• Failure to mitigate.



DISCOVERY
• All data files from accounting software used by 

plaintiff (e.g. QuickBooks data file).
• Forecasts and projections.
• Business plans.
• Information provided to lenders or potential 

investors.
• Departure of key sales or executive employees.
• Incentive or sales programs run to boost revenues in 

prior years.



DISCOVERY (CONT.)
• Increase in product returns or customer complaints.
• Supplier issues or manufacturing problems.
• Product design or feature changes.
• Sales incentives built into employment contracts.
• Debts and liabilities preventing or hindering ability to 

return to normal operations.
• Changes to location of business or products or service 

mix.



ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO LOST 
PROFITS

• Disgorgement of 
defendant’s profits.

• Lost value of enterprise.



TAKEAWAYS FROM RECENT 
LOST PROFITS TRIAL

TOP TEN



TAKEAWAY # 1

Put on your walking shoes.



TAKEAWAY # 2
Learn the market/industry.

• Location
• Competition
• Industry Publications
• Trade associations
• Business school publications



TAKEAWAY # 3

Make your client a resource.
 Knowledge of industry and regulatory 

requirements
 Access to trade associations and 

publications
 Knowledge of competition and trends
 Knowledge of opposing personnel



TAKEAWAY # 4

Do the math.



TAKEAWAY # 4

Do the math.
Despite internal review 
by her partner, expert 
incorrectly calculated 
growth rate to apply to 
lost revenues 
calculation: 



TAKEAWAY # 5
Find stuff.

• Licensing data.
• Municipal information.
• Past litigation.
• Company press releases.
• Websites.
• Yelp reviews.
• Corporate compliance (annual reports).
• SEC filings.



TAKEAWAY # 6
Use industry and forensic consultants.



TAKEAWAY # 7

Get an accounting software pro.



TAKEAWAY # 8

Read, don’t skim, expert’s report.



TAKEAWAY # 9
Maybe we don’t need an expert.



TAKEAWAY # 10
Jurors love graphs.

Services Not
Provided By 
Defendants:



THE FINE PRINT.
This presentation provides general information.  The 
law in your specific jurisdiction may differ.  To quote 
the publisher of TV Guide—”Check for local listings.”
This presentation is for informational purposes only 
and has not been prepared to provide legal advice or 
legal services.
Please do not rely on this presentation for a legal 
opinion or legal advice. Engage legal counsel for an 
opinion based upon the facts and circumstances of 
your case.



THANK YOU.

Kenneth J. DeMoura, Esq.
DeMoura|Smith LLP
607 North Avenue, Suite F
Wakefield, MA 01880
(781) 914-3770
(718) 914-3780 (facsimile)
kdemoura@demourasmith.com
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